Where does your organization stand?
Our ESG 360° Assessment Tool
Environmental,
social and
governance

ESG 360° Assessment
Helping you deliver on your commitments

In a 2020 survey conducted across
1250 managers and senior leaders
at larger companies in the US,
UK, France and Germany, 81% of
respondents stated their company
has a formal ESG program in place,
but they were not confident that
their company is performing well
against ESG metrics.
believe their company
performs very effectively
against environmental matrix.
rate their company’s
performance in meeting
governance goals as very effective.
rate their company’s
performance on social
issues as very effective.
(Source: NAVEX Global ESG Survey)

We use our ESG 360° Assessment tool to support clients
in meeting their ESG commitments and driving strong
commercial performance. The tool examines who you are,
your ESG commitments, and how you deliver on these
commitments by assessing all aspects of your brand,
business integrity and corporate governance. Based on
our assessments, we recommend ways in which your legal
framework could be optimised to deliver positive impacts
and sustainable returns whilst mitigating risks.

Our approach

The ESG 360° Assessment tool uses seven key questions
to frame our advice:

1|

What is your purpose? Are social and environmental
benefits included in your purpose?

2 | Describe in more detail your ESG impact and

commitments (whether aspirational or current)?

3 | How are your business’ brand/ purpose and ESG
commitments perceived?

4 | Who are your key stakeholders? What are
their requirements?

Legal solutions
Our ESG 360° Assessment tool helps
enhance your ESG performance through fit
for purpose legal and business model
solutions including:
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5 | Is your business structure “fit” for your purpose
and ESG commitments?

6 | Are your purpose and ESG commitments embedded
in your corporate transactions?

7 | How are your purpose and ESG commitments
reflected in your financing arrangements?

Within these questions, there a number of sub-questions
that dive into legal and commercial details.

The ESG 360° Assessment tool has been developed by our
Business integrity Group (BiG) and Environmental, Social
and Governance (ESG) Practice. Click to learn more.
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